
Mercer County Community College        Prof. Porter        MAT151   NAME:_____________________ 

Calculus Midterm E-mail:______________________ 

1. What is Calculus?

What does “the derivative” mean in words? 

What is zero times infinity? 

2. Suppose that the function 3( ) 0.5 3S p p   is found to model sales at price p. Find the average sales rate over

the prices p = 0 and p = 8. What is the instantaneous rate of decline in sales at price p = 4

Ave:____________________ 

Instantaneous:_________________ 

3. If S(a) = -1 and S(a+1) = 6, Is there a price when S’(c) =7 ?What theorem did you use?

Yes/No:_______  Theorem:_________________________________ 

What condition must be met to use the theorem?________________ 

4. Find the equation of the tangent line at the point x = 81 for y= 1/44    or  y = xy x

Use calculus and differentials to approximate the fourth root of 79. 

Answer:____________________ 



5. Evaluate the limits. Show work and explain rational for full credit:
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Answer:____________________ 

What does the graph 
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look like at x = 0? 

Answer:____________________ 

What does the graph 
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look like at x = 5? 

Answer:____________________ 
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Answer:____________________ 

6. Find the derivatives and state any rules you used:

a. g(s)=
cosh( )

x

x

e

Derivative:__________________________________Rule(s):___________________________ 

b. k(t)= 1tan(sin ( ))t

Derivative:___________________________________________________ 

Rule(s):_____________________________________________________ 



7. Find the derivatives for:
2sec( ) ty t

Derivative:___________________________________________________ 

Rule(s):_____________________________________________________ 

8. A spherical balloon with volume V=4πr
2
/3 is filling at 45cc per sec. At a radius of r = 7, how fast is the radius

growing?

Answer:____________________ 

As the radius grows, will the growth rate of the radius increase or decrese? 

Answer:____________________ 

9. Given the data, find a cubic regression.

Use Newton’s Method to find the zeros. Be sure to give the first few iterations. Start with a guess of -2 

Iteration::  -2 

Iteration::  ________________ 

Iteration::  ________________ 

Iteration::  ________________ 

Zero: ________________ 

Hint -2 sto x <enter> x – y1/nderiv(y1,x,x) sto x <enter>… 

Day(x) Time(y) 

1 200 

3 400 

5 100 

7 700 



10. Fill in the table below by using the graph of data below:

X=1 X=4 X=6 

Function is 

Continuous?Y/N/? 

Function is 

Differentiable?Y/N/? 

What is the Limit 

Value  

From left? 

Assume 

there is an 

open hole 

at x = 6 

and the 

function is 

defined to 

be y=5 at 

that point. 

These 

points can 

be 

connected  

except at 

asymptote. 

11. Given f(x) = x(x-5). Use the definition of derivative and limits to find the following.

     f’(2) 
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12. Given the graph:

When is the function concave up? 

ANSWER:________________________________ 

Where is an inflection point? 

ANSWER:________________________________ 

Where are the extrema? 

ANSWER:________________________________ 

When is the function decreasing and concave down? 

ANSWER:________________________________ 

13. What is the maximum dimentions of a rectangle whose perimeter is 100?


